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VUEconnected Features update:  
Unit Fault Indicator 
 
We know how important it is that you can get footage from your vehicle when you need 
it, and that the equipment has you covered. We’ve therefore added a great new feature to 
VUEconnected which shows when a camera or recorder is faulty.  We’ve also added an 
indicator of a potential fault which might need checking. 
 

Vehicle status bar now indicates a unit fault - vehicle tracking page: 
 

On the vehicle tracking page of VUEconnected, the left column shows your vehicles status.   

 

 

 

 

The new features are: 
 

Red Registration = fault indicated on a camera or storage device. 

a) Click the time and date bar to reveal speed, location and status. 
b) Hover over the “VMC status: Faults” to show the possible faults (see yellow arrow above). 

Grey bar = The vehicle temporarily lost signal before it transmitted an ‘ignition off’ signal and has 
not communicated in the last 15 minutes. Check transitions restores on next trip. 
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To help you find any faults quickly, there is also now a filer to show ‘Faulty Units Only’. 

1. Clicking on ‘Track Page Options’ (the 2 cogs at the top left of the screen just under the 
VUEconnected logo). 

2. Tick the box for “Faulty Units only” (See yellow arrow below) 
3. Any vehicles with faults are shown (the Red Registration) 

 

 

Updated colour-coding of vehicle status bar - vehicle tracking page: 
 

Solid Green bar = Ignition on. 

Green bar with yellow stripes = Ignition on + inputs on (i.e Lights, Siren, Road Sweeper etc). 

Solid Red bar = Ignition off. 

Red bar with yellow stripes = Ignition off + inputs on (parked up but inputs active (ie. Lights, 
Siren, Panic Alarm, handbrake etc)). 

Grey bar = The vehicle temporarily lost signal before it transmitted an ‘ignition off’ signal and has 
not communicated in the last 15 minutes. Check transitions restores on next trip. 

Red Registration = fault indicated on a camera or storage device. 

a) Click the time and date bar to reveal speed, location and status. 
b) Hover over the “VMC status: Faults” to show the possible faults (see yellow arrow above). 

 

 
We hope you enjoy the new features on VUEconnected.  If you have any ideas for new features, 
then please just let us know! 
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